As a homeowner, you depend on many types of mechanical and electrical equipment to provide convenience, comfort and safety within your home. Yet, these modern-day essentials such as air conditioners, computers and household heating systems are all subject to potential mechanical and electrical breakdown. If your equipment fails, what will you do?

Don’t lose sleep over the unexpected
Like many homeowners, you are probably aware that most homeowners policies typically exclude these types of losses, putting your important investments at risk. Individual warranty plans are available, but are unreasonably costly, confusing and burdensome to manage. You need a way to protect both your home and your budget.

Why worry about the high cost of repair?
Fortunately, there is an affordable alternative from your insurer—homeowners equipment breakdown coverage. This unique product offering extends coverage to all of your important home systems and personal property due to loss by mechanical or electrical breakdown. The coverage is convenient and seamless—there are no separate warranty programs or fees to manage. And, best of all, you’ll benefit from peace of mind in knowing you’re covered for the systems you depend on most.

For this family, equipment breakdown coverage made a difference
A family of four awakened early to get ready for work and school only to find they had no water! Their home’s water was supplied by an on-site deep-well pump. The service company suspected the 230-volt pump motor short-circuited to ground and pulled it from the well to assess its condition. Upon inspection, it was determined the cost to repair the pump was greater than the cost to replace it. This hardworking family was grateful for homeowners equipment breakdown coverage. After deductible, the policy paid the $1,260 cost to replace the pump.

Equipment breakdown coverage provides peace of mind for a new family
A couple welcomed their newborn daughter into the world and looked forward to bringing her home. While they had prepared their home for their newest addition, they weren’t prepared for the unexpected failure of the air conditioning system during a heat wave! A service contractor informed the couple the compressor experienced an internal mechanical failure and needed to be replaced. Fortunately, the house was protected by homeowners equipment breakdown coverage, and the policy paid $2,800 after deductible—an unexpected expense the new family was relieved it didn’t have to pay out of pocket.
A Houseful of Equipment Exposures

Take a walk around your home. What do you see? Today’s home contains many expensive systems that are subject to mechanical failure or electrical breakdown, yet these types of losses aren’t typically covered by the traditional homeowners insurance policy.

If it uses electricity, it’s most likely subject to equipment breakdown.